How can I check the status of my assignments, see my Grades and view the Rubrics?

From the Home page, click on the Courses tab.

Under the Current Course tab, click on the Blue Hyperlink of the course for which you would like to see a grade.
This will take you to the **Basic Information** tab. Click on the **Activities** tab to see all of the **Assignments** you have **Uploaded**, **Saved**, and/or **Submitted**.

---

**Status Categories**

**Assessment Complete**: The instructor has graded your submitted **Assignment**.

**Assessment Pending**: Your **Assignment** has been submitted and is waiting to be graded by the instructor.

**Open for Editing**: This is an **Assignment** you need to submit. The document has not been **Attached** to the **Artifact** and cannot be viewed by the instructor.

To view the rubric and grade, click on the name of the **Assignment**, then click on **Assessments**.
When you click on the name of your Assignment (represented as a [ hyperlink ](http://) the Rubric will appear.

Your Score will appear at the far right side of the screen.

You may also Print the Rubric by clicking File, Print at the top of the browser window.